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Externally Liquid-Filled Photonic Crystal Fibers
with High Output Intensity and Low Confinement Loss
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In this study, a Gaussian function is used to approximate the output intensity profiles of the externally liquid-

filled photonic crystal fibers with various configurations. By decreasing the diameters of the five outer rings of the
proposed photonic crystal fibers, the output intensity values are shown to be considerably increased for all of the
studied configurations. A very high output intensity value with very low confinement loss (roughly 0 dB/m) can
be achieved at λ = 1.55 µm by an appropriate design for the externally liquid-filled PCF with nanostructure.
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1. Introduction

Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) classified according to
their core, which is solid or air, are considered to be a mi-
crostructured optical fiber (MSOF) or holey fiber (HF).
These fibers are not only excelled to perform very well in
non-telecom or telecom wavelength range, but also they
exhibit unique properties. This innovative class of fi-
bers is fabricated by embedding a number of air channels
which as usual form square [1] or hexagonal designs [2]
around the core and run along the fiber.

These unique characteristics that provide the possibi-
lity of altering PCFs ability to concentrate the mode field
in the core region by inducing a small change on air-hole
structure, have made these fibers to be more interesting
than conventional fibers. To illustrate the dependence of
PCFs performance and structural parameters such as the
diameter of air holes (d) or the hole pitch (Λ), recently,
comprehensive designs which have proposed several dis-
tinctive amounts for these parameters, have been stu-
died [3–5]. In the recent decades, a variety of liquids,
such as index oils [6, 7], polymers [8], liquid crystals [9],
and even metals [10] have been employed to infiltrate
into the holes of the PCFs to form the liquid-filled PCFs.
These sorts of PCFs can be utilized in optical sensing [11],
switching [12], or communications [13]. Furthermore, in
some previous articles, the hollow core (HC) PCFs filled
with different liquids in the air core or air cladding, have
been investigated [14–16].

Selectively liquid-filled PCFs with very low chromatic
dispersion value by varying the air–hole diameters and li-
quid indices [17] as well as the high-index externally and
internally liquid-filled PCFs with low confinement loss
(CL) by variation in the number of air-hole layers have
been reported [18]. However, as far as we know, none
of previous studies have given comprehensive insight into
new designs of selectively liquid-filled PCFs with various
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arrangements of air holes in the cladding, which can illus-
trate the optimal condition for delivery of intensity and
also low losses such as confinement loss, while the index
of filling liquid is varied.

The importance of study of the output intensity profi-
les including the central intensity and the width of profi-
les, appear especially in medical applications such as op-
tical coherence tomography (OCT) imagining [19]. As an
example, it is reported that OCT imagining at 1.5 µm
up to 1.6 µm broadband light source can be used to take
images of human tooth samples [20].

In our previous work on PCFs, the CL and the group
velocity dispersion (GVD) of two types of MOFs against
wavelengths were investigated [21]. Moreover, in our
early works [22–24], the influence of various configurati-
ons and different wavelengths (1.2 µm ≤ λ ≤ 1.8 µm)
on the intensity distribution, output intensity profiles
and confinement loss for the original PCFs without li-
quid were discussed. We have also investigated the effect
of small d/Λ values (d/Λ = 0.3, 0.4) on the output inten-
sity profiles [25]. Furthermore, in our recent work [26],
optimum values of air filling fraction (d/Λ) for photo-
nic crystal fibers with different configurations and fixed
number of air rings (N = 4) were presented.

In all of our early works, we studied the properties of
PCFs having various configurations (starting with square
lattice and carried on up to the nanostructure), without
any liquids filled in the air-holes. To improve the out-
put intensity of selectively filling air-holes with liquid in
PCF structures, the present article investigates the new
designs of externally liquid-filled PCFs with four liquid-
hole layers lying outside the two inner air-hole layers.
A Gaussian amp function is applied to evaluate approxi-
mately the output intensity profiles of different configura-
tions of the proposed liquid-filled PCFs. By varying the
air-hole diameters and liquid indices, the central inten-
sity, full width at half maximum, effective index, and also
confinement loss of the considered PCFs are investigated.

As far as we know, all of the previous papers
have only been focused on the liquid-filled PCFs with
a uniform structural parameters such as the same values
of hole dimensions in the cladding region. However, our
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recent achievements illustrate that such design parame-
ters as the number of edges (E) in the cladding and the
dimensions of holes are the main factors of concern in the
context of high output intensity with small full width at
half maximum (FWHM) and low confinement loss. Con-
sidering the key roles of liquid filled PCFs for sensing
applications, the main focus of this research is thus to
present the most promising designs of these fibers which
can improve significantly their performances for any sen-
sing applications.

Indeed, the main topic of this work is the investigation
of the effect of unique designs to optimize the potential of
liquid-filled PCFs. According to our simulations, the pre-
sence of large air-hole sizes, particularly in the first ring
compared to the smaller liquid-filled holes embedded in
the other rings can influence the output intensity distri-
bution remarkably. The emergence of liquid-filled holes
in the cladding region can be advantageous due to its
remarkable positive effects on the strong confinement of
the intensity in the core compared to our previous results
obtained for the PCFs without any liquids. Furthermore,
the significance of our analysis on the liquid-filled PCFs
can be revealed in the field of plasma physics, in which we
encounter with plasma waveguides having plasma in the
cladding instead of liquid [27]. Additionally, it is possible
to add a dopant to the liquids infiltrated into the holes
of the PCFs. This can be useful to increase the index of
filling liquid, leading to an increment in the output inten-
sity due to the greater refractive index difference between
core and cladding regions. From the bend point of view,
it is worth noting that obtaining a promising PCF design
still represents a technical challenge. Thus, further inves-
tigations will have to clarify the practical impact of the
holes filled with liquids on the efficiency of these PCFs.
As a result, the fiber designs presented in this study for
liquid-filled PCFs can be appropriate for both sensing
and such medical applications as OCT, which requires to
be done with high accuracy. This is a consequence of the
fact that the examined structures, especially the exter-
nally liquid PCFs with octagonal and nanoconfigurations
possess sharp output intensity profiles.

Furthermore, numerical results show the configurati-
ons proposed for the externally liquid-filled PCF with
octagonal lattice and nanodesign rather than other exa-
mined PCFs, not only boost the output intensity notice-
ably, but also limit the CL to nearly 0 dB/m even when
the liquid index nq is varied from nq = 1.2 to nq = 1.6.
In other words, it can be stated that the nanoconfigura-
tion with the unique design presented in this work, ap-
pears to be the best qualified for a new class of liquid-
filled PCFs, due to its highest output intensity with very
low loss.

2. Results and discussions

Please note that in the following discussion, the num-
ber of rings (N) are fixed on N = 6, which is found
to be the optimum value of this parameter for achieving
the remarkable output intensity with very low CL [22].

Moreover, fabricating the designs with N > 6, especi-
ally for PCFs with more number of edges in the cladding
(e.g. octagonal or nanostructures) seems to be uneco-
nomical or very difficult. As far as we know, previous
studies mainly focused on a hexagonal structure of se-
lectively liquid-filled PCFs with the same values of the
d/Λ ratio for all of the hole layers. However, in this
work, the air-filling fraction value of the first ring is kept
constant on d/Λ = 0.8. It is reported that for the exter-
nally liquid-filled PCFs, the outer liquid-hole layers can
decrease the use of the lossy liquid with the inner air-hole
layers surrounding the solid core to maintain the single-
mode operation by the totally internal reflection (TIR)
guiding [18].

Hence, in the present study, the four outer air-hole
layers are respectively filtrated with the high and low
index-liquid lying outside the two inner air-hole layers.
Furthermore, the d/Λ ratio of the first air-hole ring for
all of the proposed externally liquid-filled PCFs, is un-
changed, whereas diameter of the holes in the five outer
rings is decreased while Λ remains constant resulting in
the lower values of d/Λ. Additionally, our previous achie-
vements revealed that despite ascending the output in-
tensity, PCFs with the extra number of edges (E > 9) in
the cladding cannot be useful due to the fact that such
structures not only offer the large amounts of CL but
also show side dips on the envelope of the intensity pro-
files [22]. Therefore, the PCF with nanoconfiguration is
the final studied externally liquid-filled PCF.

Here, the COMSOL Multiphysics v3.4 software is app-
lied to simulate the PCFs and to obtain the output inten-
sity profiles. All the output profiles obtained in the prece-
ding have been digitized using the XY Extract Graph Di-
gitizer v5.1 software to find the coordinates of the simu-
lated profiles with great accuracy. These obtained dots
are considered as digitized data. In the following step,
the digitized data of actual profiles are then approxima-
ted using the analytical software, Origin Pro v8.6, with
Gaussian amp function which is defined by Eq. (1) [28]:

I(x) = I0 exp

(
−x2

2w2

)
, (1)

where I0 signifies the central intensity, the parameter w
is standard deviation and x is a position of each point in
which intensity is calculated for that point (in µm).

The numerical method we employed to find out the
propagation properties of the selectively liquid-filled
PCFs is also an efficient and accurate numerical method
for the analysis of the original PCF structures without
any liquids filled in the air-holes [22–26]. Besides the
central intensity, the parameter FWHM which is an im-
portant parameter is investigated using the Origin Pro
software to estimate the width of output intensity pro-
files. The values obtained for this parameter are more
near to the amounts which are found with the relations-
hip that has been employed by Wolfram Math World [29].

After finding out the effective mode indices (neff) of
the PCFs, the confinement loss can then be calculated
using the following equation [30]:
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Lc = 8.686k0Im(neff), (2)
where Lc signifies CL, Im(neff) is the imaginary part of
effective mode index and k0 = 2π/λ.

A perfectly matched layer (PML) is implemented for
the calculation of the modal CLs. We consider two kinds
of externally liquid-filled PCFs with their cross-sections
demonstrated in Figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 1. Cross-sections of the various configurations of
externally liquid-filled PCFs with the four outer liquid-
hole layers lying outside the two inner air-hole layers.
Diameter of the air-holes except those located in the
first ring is d1 and d is the diameter of holes in the first
ring.

Fig. 2. Cross-sections of the various configurations of
externally liquid-filled PCFs with the four outer liquid-
hole layers lying outside the two inner air-hole layers
and with the lower values of d1.

By selectively filling the high-index liquid into the ou-
ter air-hole layers of the PCFs, we can have externally
liquid-filled PCFs with the solid core surrounding by the
inner air-hole layers. As mentioned before, the number
of rings must be reduced as far as possible in the de-
sign phase to facilitate the fabrication process. Hence,
the proposed fibers contain six rings in their cladding,
the four outer liquid-hole layers lying outside the two
inner air-hole layers. All the fiber designs proposed in

the following have been simulated according to the buil-
ding instruction for equilateral polygons based on [31].
The shape of air-holes for all the examined fibers is circu-
lar. Additionally, the radius of the second, third, fourth,
fifth, and sixth air rings is, respectively, twice, three, four,
five, and six times larger than the radius of the first ring
which has been supposed equal to 2.3 µm.

We first consider the externally liquid-filled PCFs with
different configurations starting with the pentagonal lat-
tice and carried on up to the nanostructure shown in
Fig. 1 with the refractive index of the liquid nq being 1.2
and 1.6, respectively. Moreover, the refractive index of
the cladding is nclad = 1.44. The diameter of the air-
holes except those located in the first ring is d1, and also
the diameter of holes in the first ring is d; the lattice
constant of the studied structures is Λ. Additionally, the
dimension of holes is chosen in a way that d/Λ remains
constant when another effective parameter Λ decreases
as the number of edges in the cladding region (E) rises.
The dimension of air holes (d, d1) and also the lattice
constant (Λ) for the various PCF configurations are gi-
ven in Table I.

TABLE I

The structural parameters of the examined PCFs
with d/Λ = 0.8 and d1/Λ = 0.6.

Structures Λ [µm]
d [µm]

d/Λ = 0.8

d1 [µm]
d1/Λ = 0.6

pentagonal 2.702 2.1616 1.6212
hexagonal 2.3 1.84 1.38
heptagonal 1.9972 1.5978 1.1983
octagonal 1.761 1.4088 1.0566

nano 1.5734 1.2587 0.944

Our previous results revealed that when d/Λ ≥ 0.5,
the output intensity is markedly concentrated in the core.
As an example, the heptagonal, octagonal and nanode-
signs with d/Λ = 0.8 offered the highest output intensity
with very low loss. Additionally, for λ = 1.55 µm and
1.65 µm, it was shown that d/Λ = 0.6 is suitable for
achieving the maximum output intensity with very low
confinement loss [26]. Accordingly, the d/Λ ratio of the
first air-hole ring for all of the proposed externally liquid-
filled PCF structures, is fixed on d/Λ = 0.8, whereas
diameter of the holes in the five outer rings is decrea-
sed, while Λ is constant resulting in the lower value of
air-filling fraction d/Λ = 0.6.

The existence of the air filled holes in the first two
rings, especially those located on the first (inner) ring
with larger values of the air-hole diameters (d), results in
the greater confinement of the intensity in the core.

To see the shape of the output light in two dimen-
sions, Fig. 3 shows the two-dimensional (2D) inten-
sity distributions of the PCFs considered with four outer
liquid-hole layers lying outside two inner. air-hole lay-
ers, at λ = 1.55 µm for nq = 1.2 which all are obtained
using the COMSOL software. At this point, please note
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Fig. 3. Simulated 2D intensity distributions related to
the various designs of the externally liquid-filled PCFs
with d1/Λ = 0.6 for all rings except the first ring and
d/Λ = 0.8 for the inner (first) layer, while N = 6, nq =
1.2, and λ = 1.55. Surface of the plots represents the
intensity distributions (W/m2) related to the examined
fibers.

Fig. 4. Simulated output intensity profiles belonging
to the various designs of the externally liquid-filled PCFs
with d1/Λ = 0.6 for all rings except the first ring and
d/Λ = 0.8 for the inner (first) layer, while N = 6, nq =
1.2, and λ = 1.55. The vertical axis represents intensity
(W/m2), and the horizontal axis refers to cross-sections
of the examined PCFs (in µm).

Fig. 5. Approximated output intensity profiles related
to the various designs of the externally liquid-filled PCFs
with d1/Λ = 0.6 and d/Λ = 0.8, while N = 6, nq = 1.2,
and λ = 1.55. The vertical axis represents intensity
(W/m2), and the horizontal axis refers to cross-sections
of the examined PCFs (in µm).

Fig. 6. Approximated output intensity profiles related
to the various designs of the externally liquid-filled PCFs
with d1/Λ = 0.6 and d/Λ = 0.8, while N = 6, nq = 1.6,
and λ = 1.55. The vertical axis represents intensity
(W/m2), and the horizontal axis refers to cross-sections
of the examined PCFs (in µm).

that in Fig. 3, surface of the plots represents the inten-
sity distributions (W/m2) related to the examined fibers.
The corresponding output intensity profiles are also dis-
played in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, the vertical axis refers to intensity (W/m2),
while the horizontal axis represents cross-sections of the
examined PCFs (in µm). These profiles are then analyzed
and approximated using the proposed function with high
accuracy and are illustrated in Fig. 5 for liquid with lower
index nq = 1.2. Note that these approximated profiles
are exactly the results obtained utilizing the analytical
software (Origin Pro).

As mentioned before, the COMSOL software is app-
lied to simulate cross-sections of the PCF with different
structures, but there is no consideration for the length
of the fibers in this study. The approximated output in-
tensity profiles obtained for the liquid with higher index,
nq = 1.6, are also displayed in Fig. 6

Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate that the digitized data
(solid dots) of the simulated profiles fit well to the Gaus-
sian function (solid curve) when the number of edges (E)
is increased. This approximation is also accurate as the
liquid indices is varied from nq = 1.2 to nq = 1.6. Ple-
ase note that in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 the vertical axis refers
to intensity [W/m2] and the horizontal axis represents
cross-sections of the examined PCFs (in µm).

Fig. 7. Plots of (a) central intensity and (b) FWHM
against the number of edges in cladding region for va-
rious liquid indices nq when d/Λ = 0.8 and d1/Λ = 0.6
and N = 6 at λ = 1.55 µm.
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Figure 7a and b summarizes the dependence of the cen-
tral intensity and the number of edges in the cladding (E)
as well as the relationship between the parameter FWHM
and E, respectively, for nq = 1.2 and 1.6, at λ = 1.55 µm
which is the wavelength of choice in most telecom appli-
cations. The errors reported by the software which are
involved with the approximation are shown as error bars
in Fig. 7.

In our early works [22–26], it was obtained without
any liquids filled in the air-holes, output intensity of the
original PCFs enhances as the number of edges in the
cladding rises. As the four outer air-hole layers are filled
with liquid, this remarkable increment can still be seen in
the corresponding values of the central intensity versus
the number of edges as demonstrated in Fig. 7.

One parameter which has a considerable impact on
the characteristics of the PCF is the number of the air-
holes. Moreover, one point that is worth to notice is that
increase of the number of edges in the cladding raises
the number of holes in each ring. As an example, there
are 18 air-holes in the first two rings of the externally
liquid-filled PCF considered with nanolattice, whereas,
the PCF with pentagonal design has only 10 air-holes in
these first two rings (see Fig. 1). Indeed, the refractive
index difference between core and cladding region rises as
the number of edges increases, because of the emergence
of the additional air holes. This leads to the strong con-
finement of the intensity in the core; hence the central
intensity boosts remarkably. It can be seen that the cen-
tral intensity plots as a function of the parameter E show
approximately linear behavior. The slope of central in-
tensity curves remains almost constant with variations of
the liquid index; nevertheless these variations affect the
central intensity values. As shown in Fig. 7b, variation
occurring in the parameter FWHM is different. That is,
the FWHM values vary within a small range even when
we change the liquid index. The marked decrease in the
FWHM plots occurs exactly where the PCF structure is
varied from pentagonal lattice to a hexagonal structure.
This behavior can be due to the diameter of the holes in
the first air-hole layer of the PCF with hexagonal lattice
(d = 1.84 µm) is getting closer to the used wavelength
λ = 1.55 µm.

By varying the liquid index from nq = 1.2 to nq = 1.6,
the PCFs considered with octagonal and nanostructures
(the configurations with more number of edges in the
cladding), still boost the central intensity considerably
and reduce the parameter FWHM. Please note that the
dimension of the holes in the PCFs with more num-
ber of edges (the PCF with octagonal and nanoconfi-
gurations) are getting closer to the employed wavelength
λ = 1.55 µm than the other considered PCFs. Indeed,
the radius of the air-holes (r = d/2) in the first ring of
the PCFs with octagonal and nanodesigns (r = 0.704
and 0.629 µm, respectively) are smaller than half of the
operating wavelength (λ/2 = 0.775 µm) (see Table I). Ac-
cordingly, with increasing the liquid index from nq = 1.2
to nq = 1.6, the value of central intensity as well as the

FWHM parameter related to the PCFs with octagonal
and nanostructures decreases due to the refractive index
of the cladding region is raised. On the contrary, where
the PCF configuration is changed from pentagonal lattice
to a heptagonal structure, considering the error bars, the
values of both the central intensity and the FWHM pa-
rameter remain almost constant as we change the liquid
index (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 8. Plots of (a) confinement loss and (b) effective
indices against the number of edges when d/Λ = 0.8 and
d1/Λ = 0.6, N = 6 at λ = 1.55 µm.

The plots of calculated confinement loss and also the
corresponding effective index curves for variations in nq
are depicted in Fig. 8a and b, respectively.

The existence of air-hole layers around the center solid
core results in the guiding mechanism remaining the TIR
effect. Additionally, we can see the externally liquid-filled
PCFs with more number of edges have the larger effective
index due to the appearance of the additional holes le-
ading to the grater refractive index difference between
core and cladding region. In fact, the effective index in-
creases as the number of edges in the cladding rises, yet
the slope of the effective index plots remains unchanged
when we vary the liquid index from nq = 1.2 to nq = 1.6.

Figure 8a shows that for nq = 1.2, the value of confine-
ment loss drops considerably in all of the proposed PCFs.
It is predicted that this linear behavior is because the
liquid with lower index nq = 1.2 leads to the greater re-
fractive index difference between core and cladding. This
results in the minimum of loss (roughly 0 dB/m) obtai-
ned for nq = 1.2. On the other hand, one can see that
for liquid with higher index nq = 1.6, confinement los-
ses of the PCFs with pentagonal design up to octagonal
structure are increased.

One point that is worth to notice according to Fig. 8a
is that as we further vary the liquid index from nq = 1.2
to nq = 1.6, only confinement loss of the PCF with
nanoarrangement remains unchanged because of its ge-
ometry. Please note that the proposed fiber with na-
noconfiguration has the lowest value of lattice constant
Λ = 1.5734 µm.

To increase the central intensity further, diameter of
the holes in the five outer rings of the considered exter-
nally liquid-filled PCFs is modified. Figure 2 shows the
cross-sections of the externally liquid-filled PCFs consi-
dered in the following discussion.

As shown in Fig. 2, the only difference between the
liquid-filled PCFs considered in the earlier stage and
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those proposed in the following is the value of d1.
Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 2 and also Table II, we
will diminish the values of air-hole diameter in the five
outer rings while another design parameter Λ is constant
resulting in the lower d1/Λ ratio (d1/Λ = 0.2). However,
the dimension of air holes in the first ring (d) is assumed
to be unchanged (the d/Λ ratio of the inner ring is still
fixed on 0.8).

TABLE II

The structural parameters of the examined PCFs
with d/Λ = 0.8 and d1/Λ = 0.2.

Structures Λ [µm]
d [µm]

d/Λ = 0.8

d1 [µm]
d1/Λ = 0.2

pentagonal 2.702 2.1616 0.5404
hexagonal 2.3 1.84 0.46
heptagonal 1.9972 1.5978 0.39944
octagonal 1.761 1.4088 0.3522

nano 1.5734 1.2587 0.31468

Fig. 9. Approximated output intensity profiles belon-
ging to the various designs of the externally liquid-filled
PCFs with d1/Λ = 0.2 and d/Λ = 0.8, while N = 6,
nq = 1.6, and λ = 1.55 µm. The vertical axis repre-
sents intensity (W/m2), and the horizontal axis refers
to cross-sections of the examined PCFs (in µm).

The results obtained for the externally liquid-filled
PCFs proposed with lower values of d1 are shown in Fig. 9
for nq = 1.6 at λ = 1.55 µm.

Fig. 10. Plots of (a) central intensity and (b) FWHM
against the number of edges in the cladding region for
various liquid indices nq when d/Λ = 0.84 and d1/Λ =
0.2, and N = 6 at λ = 1.55 µm.

Figure 10a and b summarizes, respectively, the vari-
ation between the central intensity and the number of
edges in the cladding as well as the variation between

the parameters FWHM and E (number of edges) for lo-
wer values of d1, at λ = 1.55 µm. It is clearly shown
in Fig. 10a that variations in the dimension of the five
outer rings have great impact on the central intensity va-
lues, especially in the liquid-filled PCFs with pentagonal,
hexagonal, and octagonal configurations.

As shown in Fig. 10a, the marked increment is still seen
in the central intensity plots as a function of E. Besides,
FWHM shows a calm reduction with E which is in a good
agreement with Fig. 9, when a narrower intensity profile
(sharper intensity profile) is obtained by increasing the
number of edges. Compared to Fig. 7a, one can see that
the highest central intensity (nearly 80 × 1017 W/m2) is
offered by the octagonal lattice of externally liquid-filled
PCF with lower values of d1. Indeed, lower values of d1

(diameter of holes in the five outer rings) for the exter-
nally liquid-filled PCFs with pentagonal, hexagonal, and
octagonal designs boost the central intensity values al-
most twice larger than those of the corresponding struc-
tures with higher values of d1.

As an example, for nq = 1.2, when d1 = 1.0566 µm
which results in d1/Λ = 0.6, the PCF with octago-
nal lattice increases the central intensity to roughly
35.97 × 1017 W/m2, whereas for d1 = 0.3522 µm leading
to d1/Λ = 0.2, the intensity exceeds 77.44× 1017 W/m2.
Please note that for small d/Λ values (≤ 0.3), the tail of
the confined intensity extends into the cladding that re-
sults in the emergence of side dips on the envelope of the
intensity profile for the original PCFs without liquid [22].
However, by looking at Fig. 9, it is obvious that the pre-
sence of holes with both the small and large air-filling
fraction values does not only delete these sorts of side
dips but also leads to the marked increment in the central
intensity. Figure 11a shows the confinement loss curves
versus the number of edges (E) for variant values of nq.
Additionally, the corresponding effective index curves are
displayed in Fig. 11b.

Fig. 11. Plots of (a) confinement loss and (b) effective
indices against the number of edges when d/Λ = 0.8 and
d1/Λ = 0.2, N = 6 and λ = 1.55 µm.

Similar to the externally liquid-filled PCFs considered
with larger values of d1, the effective indices of our propo-
sed PCFs with lower values of d1 increases as the number
of edges in the cladding rises. However, Fig. 11a clearly
demonstrates that the confinement losses of our proposed
PCFs with lower values of d1 increase dramatically. As an
example, when nq = 1.2, the pentagonal design with lo-
wer values of d1 limits CL to 132.21 dB/m, whereas the
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corresponding structure with higher values of d1 can dra-
matically reduce the loss about 0.125 × 10−5 dB/m.

Compared with Fig. 8a, one can see that the change in
the liquid index drastically shifts confinement loss curve
towards larger values. As shown in Fig. 11a, for lower
values of d1, when nq = 1.2, by varying the fiber de-
sign from pentagonal lattice up to heptagonal structure,
confinement loss hardly changes; nevertheless, the PCFs
with octagonal and nanoconfigurations increase the loss
values exponentially.

By comparing the results in Figs. 8a and 11a, it should
be indicated that the increment in the values of d1 leads
to the greater difference in refractive index between core
and cladding region. Thus, the intensity is confined gre-
atly in the core, which results in decrease of the loss.

However, smaller values of d1 have less impact on de-
crease of the confinement loss. Indeed, decreasing d1

while keeping Λ constant, results in a lower air-filling
fraction ratio and the refractive index of the cladding ri-
ses; hence the confinement loss increases drastically. To
attain optimized designs which exhibit the highest out-
put intensity and also the least confinement loss, the ex-
ternally liquid filled PCFs considered with larger values
of d1 can be more suitable than those of the correspon-
ding structures with lower values of d1.

From these simulation results, it is obtained that by
decreasing the air-hole diameters of the five outer rings
except the first air-hole layer, the central intensity can
be remarkably increased. Besides, it can be seen that
four liquid-hole layers lying outside the two inner air-
hole layers in the externally liquid-filled PCFs proposed
with higher values of d1 which results in a larger air-filling
fraction, can be more favorable for decreasing the CL (ne-
arly 0 dB/m). Thus, our proposed externally liquid-filled
PCFs possess the potential to be employed for optical de-
vices with high output intensities and also low losses at
the desired wavelength λ = 1.55 µm.

3. Conclusions

In the present study, a Gaussian amp function is ap-
plied for approximating the output intensity profile of
two kinds of externally liquid-filled PCFs proposed with
different air-hole designs. The only difference in their
structures is the value of d1. Furthermore, the effective
index curves are obtained and compared for both of the
structures. With increasing nq, the effective index plots
show similar behavior for designs with lower and higher
values of d1. From the confinement loss point of view,
the structures considered with larger values of d1 can ef-
ficiently reduce the loss.

As the air-hole diameters of the five outer rings (d1)
are getting closer to those located on the first ring (d),
the externally liquid-filled PCFs, especially with octago-
nal and nanostructure seem to be the most appropriate,
as they exhibit the least confinement loss and also the
highest output intensity at the desired wavelength for op-
tical communications λ = 1.55 µm. The value of central
intensity and confinement loss for the nanoconfiguration

with higher value of d1 can reach nearly 30×1017 W/m2

and 0 dB/m, respectively, even by varying the liquid in-
dex from nq = 1.2 to nq = 1.6.
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